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1 A6fur and the Tools of
Dialectic in De AnimaI.L-3
Colin Gwthrie King

1 Introduction

In an influential article on Aristotle's method, G. E. L. Owen observed
that Aristotle's notion of the phainomena accommodates not simply
what we might call empirical observations, but also the very concepts
we employ in making them.l Owen would go on to claim that, for this
particular sense of the phainomena, "all dialectical argument can be

iaid to start from the phainomena".2 This claim proved seminal for a
generation of influential scholars in ancient philosophy who would try
to show how Aristotle could be justified in applying a dialectical method
in various contexts, including scientific ones.' More recently, the pendu-
lum has swung back again, with several authors denying that Aristotle's
"method" is dialectical in certain works.4

The primary purpose of this article is not to engage in this particular
exegetical controversy concerning "dialectical method". But I do intend
to show how the terms of this debate are inadequate for the interpreta-
tion of Aristotle's texts. The debate about "dialectical methodology"
is obtuse because the treatise in which Aristotle developes a theory of
dialectic-the Topics-presents a method for training in a particular
practice of argumentation (namely: dialectic), and not a theory of Ar-
istotle's own inquiries, which clearly are not instances of two-person,
question-and-answer argumentation. 'We can learn from the first book
of De anima how elements from the theory of dialectical argumentation
are employed by Aristotle in the service of inquiry; and that is the pri-
mary purpose of this article. In particular, we may see from Book I of
the De anima that Aristotle can reject dialectical standards and proce-
dures of argumentation and definition, while at the same time employing
the tools developed in his theory of dialectical argumentation.

In the first part of the paper, I locate the main claims of my interpre-
tation in the context of the literature on Aristotle's De anima. In the
second, I examine what role the search for a definition of the soul plays
in setting the agenda of the science sought in De anima. In the third
part, I consider the criteria and objectives guiding Aristotle's collection
of "views" and "opinions" (öö(or) in De animal.2.In the fourth and
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final main part of the paper, I consider the manner in which Aristotle
evaluates others' views through various tests.

2 Problems for the Interpretation of De animal
It was long almost a truism in modern scholarship on Aristotle that his
"method", or methodology, is "dialectical", in particular when we find
him considering the views of others.s And so it is not surprising that this
interpretation has been applied to De anima I, where we find Aristotle
in sustained engagement with the views of earlier philosophers on the
nature of the soul.6 But the ascription of dialectical "method" to De
anima I (and several texts like it) raises several objections. It has been
observed that Aristotle does not appeal to "popular" conceptions ofsoul
in this text, but instead selects a few authoritative views.T Here as in
many other isagogic contexts-i.e., at the beginning of a treatise or the
discussion of a problem-Aristotle does not feel obliged to report what
is held to be true by all or the majority, nor even by all the wise. He cites
and investigates a subset of the views of the "wise", experts or epistemic
authorities, selectiveln based on what he deems relevant.s Moreover, it
may be said that "the preliminary clarifications of basic conceptions and
assumptions" is basic to any philosophical enterprise, and not specific
to any sort of method.v In another vein, there are those who find in
Aristotle's retrospective "clarifications" eristically motivated distortions
of the views of others, motivated primarily by fitting these views into a

systematic framework that is aheady at hand. Harold Cherniss, in par-
ticular, took Aristotle's retrospective statements on the soul as primary
evidence for this sort of attitude on Aristotle's part.lO Such a criticism
of Aristotle's criticism presumes that his isagogical discussions of the
views of others is a form of dialectic, but one which is eristic and, above
all, tendentious. If we wish to save Aristotle from the charge of being
uncharitable in this way, we might like to deny that his arguments are
dialectical in this sense. Finalln and on another level of interpretation,
the reasonable objection has been raised that the reading of "dialectical
method" into Aristotle's works themselves is inappropriate given that he

conceives of dialectic as a specific form of rule-governed, inter-personal
argumentation, and his extant texts (unlike Plato's dialogues) are not
even literary imitations of such a procedure, much less real instantia-
tions of it.11

Given this background in the scholarship, it seems advisable to begin
with a clarification of some basic questions that the interpret ation of De
anima I might reasonably be expected to address. Here are two groups
of questions to which the literature has repeatedly returned:

1 What motivates the retrospective treatment of the views of others in
De anima I? Is Aristotle motivated to select and discuss these views
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for historical reasons, based on arr already formed theory of the
soul? Does the discussion of these views contribute directly to the
formulation of the theory? Are these two motivations compati-
ble for Aristotle, or strongly associated with one another, or even
inextricably linked? And what are the standards Aristotle brings
to the selection, formulation, and interpretation of the views of
others?

2 Is the procedure in De anima I dialectical in some way? Vhat would
it mean for this to be true? And what epistemological aims are con-
nected with the entire retrospective procedure in De anitna I?

I will address these questions. In response to the first set, I shall argue
rhat, no, Aristotle is not motivated in De anima I by an antiquarian his-
torical interest in the opinions of others.12 F o- this, it follows that his
procedure in this book is not rightly understood as failing or defective
history, since it is not history at all (understanding "history" as a form
of inquiry directed primarily at the past). Aristotle does seem to be using
a sort of archive, however: a system of information retrieval based upon
specific priorities connected to the inquiry at hand.13 Pace Cherniss, this
"citation system" is not based on the theory of the soul that we find in
subsequent books of De anima, and so it is not helpful to interpret it in
this way. It seems rather to yield conditions for a satisfactory account
of what soul is-and these conditions are directly connected to what
Aristotle deems to be the underlying presuppositions of previous con-
tributions to the theory of the soul in the framework of general natural
philosophy.la

Aristotle's inquiry inDe anima I is not directed primarily at the views
of particular individuals, but foremost to the common background
assumptions or presuppositions of those views he deems relevant. Ar-
istotle's inquiry concerns the contours of substantive agreement and
disagreement that obtain both between selected views, and on ques-
tions that arise from within the views themselves. An interest in implicit
agreement and disagreement, both between views and within them, is
characteristic also of the theory of dialectical argumentation as we find
it in the Topics and the Rhetoric.ls The interest in investigating common
presuppositions and points of disagreement motivates a genuine concern
for what Aristotle takes to be the program of natural science before him,
to which Aristotle clearly assigns an epistemic value for his own theory
of the soul.16 This will be seen in the way in which he derives from his
discussion of previous views substantive conditions for his own expla-
nation of soul.

Notwithstanding this use of tools from the theory of dialectical argu-
mentation for the study of ö6(oq I shall argue in response to the second
set of questions that, no, De anima I is not a piece or case of dialec-
tical argumentation or eyen "dialectical methodology". Still, we can
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understand the criticism Aristotle exercises here better in light of his
remarks on the criticism of definitions and arguments in the Topics, in
particular through comparing his criticism of views in De anima I with
his theory of "poorly said" definitions in Topics VI, and his remarks on
the criticism of argumentation in Topics VIII.11.

3 Definition and Dialectic inDe animal.l

lnDe anima I.1 Aristotle sets out the objective of his study in the follow-
ing way (unless otherwise noted, translations are my own):

We seek to theorize and understand the nature and essence of the
soul and its attributes, of which some seem to be particular to the
soul itself, whereas others seem to belong also to living beings on
account of the soul (DA 1.1,402a7-L0).17

This project, as Aristotle goes on to describe it, is to say what the soul

is (402a1"2-13). The difficulty with this is that the soul is claimed as the

object of several different disciplines, and so we are immediately forced

to confront the question of whether there is one single discipline for the
pursuit of questions regarding definition, i.e., what something is. If there
is not one procedure to investigate the being of things, then it must be

established first which procedure is appropriate for each field of inquiry.
This latter option can be characterized as the departmental approach
to definition (402a1,6-78). At the beginning of De anima, then, we find
two problems in the dialectical sense, i.e., questions concerning an ob-
ject of investigation (0eöpr1pa) about which there are either no accepted

ui.*, o, aboit which sucü views are opposed (Top. !.71,,104b1-S).18
The problems here can be construed in terms of the following two ques-

tions: 
'What sort of inquiry would be responsible for determining the

definition of the soul? And is there a discipline responsible for all defini-
tional inquiries? The questions are clearly related: if there is one science

responsible for all definition-related inquiries, it will be that science to
which we must turn for the definition of the soul.

Though it is not called out by name here, we can be sure that at least

one procedure with a pretense to being responsible for all definitional
inquiry was dialectic.'We find this stated explicitly in a passage from the
catalogue of difficulties for the science of substance in Metaphyslcs III.
There, a similar problem as that in De anima L1 is put to questionl

And we must also investigate whether (rrörepov) the inquiry is ex-

clusively about substances, or if it also concerns the per se attributes
of the substances, and in addition to this about the same and dif-
ferent, similar and dissimilar, and contrariety, and about the prior
and the posterior and all the other things about which dialecticians
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undertake their inquiries upon the basis of acceptable premisses
alone-and whose task it is to theorize about all of them (Metaph.
III.1, 995b18-25).

The question of whether a certain inquiry (0errlpio) of substances is lim-
ited to them, or also includes the study of their attributes, is raised here

explicitly, and then supplemented with an example of a form of inquiry
*hi.h investigates everything.l9 As representative of such a universal
form of inquirR Aristotle cites the dialecticians who make their inquiries
upon the basis of "acceptable premisses alone" (0r töv dv86(ov p6vcov,

IISUZ+7.20 We can therefore reasonably assume that the question-
problem of whether there is one procedure for inquiry or many in De
anima I.1 is a reference, albeit an indirect one, to dialectical procedures

and their appropriateness for the inquiry at hand.
This corresponds also with the way in which Aristotle conceives dia-

lectical procedures in the Topics. The purpose of this treatise is to train
the student in dialectical argumentation; and so the scope of the treatise
tells us something (albeit indirectly) about the purposes of such argu-
mentation. At the beginning of the Topics we are told that the purpose
of the treatise is to find a method from which we shall be able to argue on
"any problem put forward" upon the basis of acceptable premisses (Top.
L!, 100aL8-20). The purpose of the Topics is to prepare the student to
argue, quite literally, about anything. The theory of dialectical argumen-
tation is organized around definitions (öpor) and what in the dialectical
moots of the Academy were discussed as their components i gentJs, pro-
prium, specific difference, and those items that may be predicated to any
given subject as an "attribute" or "property" (oupBeBqrdq). Together,
these form the so-called "predicables", by which the core books of the
Topics are organized.2l In particular, the r6nor of the Topic.s are sorted
by predicable, and generally they serve to test or construct conclusions
in contexts where a definition of the form "genus + differentia" is the
object of dialectical disputation. Defining an item through identifying
its appropriate genus is a preliminary to the procedure of division, which
was one of the central procedures in (at least one of) Plato's conceptions
of dialectic.22 The procedure of division is referred to it De anima I.L as

a first step in the questions to be considered:

First perhaps it is necessary to determine through division (öre}"etv)

in which genus [the soul] is and what it is, I mean whether it is a
certain determined thing and a substance, or a quality, or a quantity,
or some other one of the categories which have been determined by
division (DA 1.1,, 402a23-25).

The text here identifies two procedures: determining through division
in which genus the soul is, and determining what the soul is. The steps
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are mentioned in order of ontological dignitn not in order of procedure,
for we first need to know what something is before we can determine its
genus. And for determining what something is, seeking to place the item
in the correct category is a necessary first step. Both types of procedure
are of central concern in Aristotle's theory of dialectical argumentation:
Topics IV includes tönor to test the claim that an item belongs to a cer-
tain genus, Topics I.9 introduces the categories. The practice of making
divisions into genus and species seems to have been a standard Academic
definitional procedure.'We find indications of such operations through-
out Plato. Thus, in Sophist 217a\ff. we find a division of things with
certain names into appropriate genera, and in Politicws 28saaff. we find
a division of things that differ by species (ror' eTSq). The character of
procedures that make "divisions" is also illustrated by a text that comes
do*tt to us as Diuisions of Aristotle.23 Though this text may be spuri-
ous, there are several traces of similar procedures in Aristo de's Topics.24
Arguably, Aristotle's Categories-also known in antiquity by the title
The tbings before the Topics-is itself a work that contributes to the
theory of dialectical argumentation by elucidating on the preliminary
matter of placing a definiendum in a category.2s At the beginniqg of De
anima IL1, where Aristotle exhorts us to "take up the questiön anew
and try to define what the soul is and what its most general definition is"
(412a4-61, we are given an answer to the question of the definition of
the soul in terms of genus and category;

'We 
say that there is some one genus of things which is substance;

and of this, one kind is like material, which is not in itself a certain
determined thing, another is shape and form, in accordance with
which a certain determined thing is said to be, and the third is that
which is composed of these (DAII.1,,412a6-9).

There follows the initial definition of the soul, the end of which is
marked by the words: "it has now been said in general what the soul is:
for by definition it is a substance" (DA II.1,,412b70-11). In De anima
II.1, the burden of stating genus and category of the soul is discharged
by giving the category of the soul as a certain genus of things (y6vog öv
tr töv övrrrrv,41,2a6), albeit with significant qualifications. The further
qualification of how the soul relates to potentiality and actuality, which
was raised in De animal,l. (402a25-b1), is also addressed in De anima
ilJ, (1.2aeff.).

In this way, the dömarche of Aristotle's discussion in De anima I
references procedures identified as dialectical both in Plato's Sophist
and Aristotle's Topics. One reference to dialectical procedure con-
cerns the use of division. Another reference is to dialectical t6nor con-
cerning definitions and ways to test them. In De anima I t6nor are
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employed in the quest for a definition of the soul, and several exist-
ing accounts are entertaincd before a positive attempt at formulating
a definition is made. One significant difference between De anima I
and properly dialectical contexrs is that dialectical discussions are
not expected to yield definitions that are explanatory, whereas scien-
tific definitions are expected to be explanatory. And Aristotle clearly
means his definition of the soul ro explain the properties typically
associated with those entities that have life.

A further difference is the following: In De anima I, Aristotle iden-
tifies and formulates the questions that an explanatory account of the
soul must answer, but does not answer them himself. The interesting
thing about this procedure is that it employs insrruments developed in
the theory of dialectical argumentation, while rejecting a dialectical ap-
proach to the definition of the soul. \(hen he assembles, in De anima
I.1., 401b23-402a1"6, a catalogue of problem-questions concerning the
definition of the soul, we see the use of a tool from the theory of dialec-
tical argumentation: the identification and formulation of o'problems".

This comes in a context that itself is central to the theory and practice of
dialectic, namely the construction and testing of definitions.26 Ar inter-
preters have noted and we can already see, this passage sets an agenda
that the treatise as a whole attempts to address.2T And so at least the
dialectical tool of formulating problem-questions is clearly in use at the
outset of De anima. However, when Aristotle formulates in this chapter
a standard of adequacy for formulating the definition of the soul, he has
this to say about the dialectical manner of doing so:

If we are able to make explanation of the attributes of soul-either
all or most of them-according to what seems right to us, then we
shall also be able to give an account of rhe essence (oöoio) very nicely.
For the starting-point of every demonstration is a statement of what
something is (tö rt dotrv), and definitions which do not conduce us
to know the attributes of a subject, and which do not even help us
infer about them, are clearly all made in a way which is dialectical
and vacuous (D A I.1, 402b22-403a2).

This is an unequivocal and clear rejection of dialectical procedures of
definition for the matter at hand. Ir comes as an aside to the larger point
Aristotle is making in this passage: that the definitions worth pursuing
are informed by knowledge of attributes, or, as he puts it in the line just
before the beginning of our passage, "attributes contribute a great parr
to knowing the essence" (402b21-22). Dialectical procedures for gen-
erating definitions are ones that are less concerned with understanding
and explaining the attributes of items, even if they do supply argumenrs
about them.
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Later on in this same chapter, we are given an example of a dialectical
definition of the passion anger as well as a further, physical definition
of this passion. The purpose of this exercise in the comparative study of
definitions is to illustrate the importance of the physical components of
mental phenomena, and to show how the dialectical definition fails to
take them into account. Aristotle maintains that affections of the soul
such as anger, mildness, fear, compassion, and courage, as well as lov-
ing and hating, all involve the body (403a5-8; 403a1"6-1,9). This is why
affections of the soul are said by Aristotle to be "formulae in matter"
(l"6yor övu},ot,403a25); feelings such as fear can occur even in situations
where there is no perceivable threat, whereas in other subjects and at
other times the same environmental factors elicit no response (403a19".
24). But the affections of the soul as they are popularly conceived-and,
thus, as they might be dialectically defined-do not include reference
to this fact. In drawing a conclusion from the "formulae in matter" ap-
proach to psychic affections, Aristotle draws the following first, prelim-
inary conclusion28 about the domain of study that could be responsible
for the study of the soul as a whole:

And so (öore) the definitions [of the affections of the soul] are of
such a kind as "being angry is a certain motion of a body of this
sort, a body-part of this sort or its power, caused by this sort of
thing for the sake of that". This is why it is the business of the
natural scientist to investigate the soul, either all of it or this part
of it. The natural scientist and the dialectician define each thing
differently, for example, what anger is. For the dialectician will
say that it is a desire for revenge or something like that, whereas
the natural scientist will define it as a boiling of the blood and
heat around the heart. Of these, one of them defines the matter,
the other defines the form and essence. For this account is indeed
of the thing at hand [viz. anger], but it is necessary for it to occur
in a material of this specific kind, if it is to occur at all (DA I.1,
403a25-b3).

The conclusion regarding the metaphilosophical question mentioned
above, i.e., concerning the domain-responsibility of the study of the soul,
is not answered here; Aristotle opens it but does not give a definite an-
swer at the end of this chapter (403bll-I6). But when he does re-open
the question, the dialectician is no longer a contender. This passage in-
dicates one way in which the dialectician's definition fails to be viable
for an explanatory or knowledge-producing account of the soul and its
affections (or, for that matter, attributes). Given that such affections are
"formulae in matter", the dialectician's definition of anger as desire for
revenge can capture only a part of this psychic affection, namely the
motivation associated with this particular emotion.

lö(at and the Tools of Dialectic 2.3

The few lines that follow the elimination of the dialectician are im-
portant; they introduce the hylomorphic approach to definition with the
example (of all things) of a house 1403b:-7). ,q.ristotle compares three
approaches to defining "house". This first is: .,A shelter whiih prevents
decay by wind and rain and heat,' (403b4-5). The second definition
states that a house is "stones and bricks and wood" (403bS-6). The
third has it that a house is "the form in these things on account of those
other ones" (403b6-7). The third definition is synthetic, as ir were, since
it combines the formal and marerial ones. vhich of these definitio's
(if any) may be considered dialectical? None of them would seem ro be
particularly endoxic or obviously acceptable in a non-scientific contexr.
Perhaps that is whR in Aristotle's ensuing consideration of what sort of
person is responsible for making each of these three types of definition,
the dialectician doesn't even come into play (403b7-1.6). Another reason
might be that the candidates for giving hylomorphic definitions are all
experts of some sort, and Aristotle denies that a dialectician is a type of
expert' since the dialectician is not a knower in a determin"d do-"irr.29
His expert candidates for hylomorphic definition are the rpuorröq or
natural scientist (403b11), the crafrsman (retrvkqq, €.g., a builder or a
doctor, 403bL3), the mathemarician (403b15), and the first philosopher
(403b16). The task of identifying the relevant type for our study is im-
portant, because Aristotle ends the chapter by recalling a commitment
to this type of definition in the case of the soul:

commentators) that Aristotle here excludes as relevant expert for
definitions a craftsman such as a doctor. Ancient

'We 
asserted, then, that the affections of the soul are in this way

inseparable from the natural matter of animals, insofar as there are
such things as anger and fear present in it, and not like line and
plane (403b17-19).

The assertion that psychic affections such as anger and fear are not
separable in the way in which mathematical objects are separable will
presumably exclude the mathematician as the relevatrt 

""p.it 
for defini-

tions of such psychic affections. But the mathematician is mentioned for
a reason: on Aristotle's considered view of mathematical objects, they
do not exist separately from the sensible objects in which they are in-
stantiated, but are considered qua sepanble.30 so the mathematician's
approach to the definition of her objects is not completely malapropos
to the study of the soul, since her definitions at least reliably rp"cify a
form of a thing in mamer. still, her approach is nor strictly'anälogital
to_ that required for the definition of affections such 

", "ng., 
or"f"^r,

which Aristotle deems to be inexplicable as separable, and only expli-
cable as "enmattered".

It is not completely clear to me (though it seems to be clear to most
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medicine was invested in precisely the kind of enmattered accounts that
Aristotle postulates for thä affections of the soul. And Aristotle famously

emohasizes the close connection between medicine and natural sci-

.nä." But perhaps, for this reason' we can subsume this particular kind
of craftsperion to a wider conception of the <puorröq, who most likely
is responsible for both matter and form. The dialectician falls by the

*"yrid., for dialectical definitions are marked by their acceptability and

are not bound to truly treät matter and form. Still, one particular tool
from the theory of dialectic-the identification of problem-questions-is
in full evidence in this chapter. And there is a resemblance to dialectical
procedure at least in the respect of setting up the inquiry as an.inquiry
concerning definition, and taking a selection of authoritative and appaf-

ently acceptable views as the basis for that inquiry.
So in De anima I.1, the dialectician is excluded as the person respon-

sible for defining the soul. But as we have seen, this need not and does

not exclude the use of tools from Aristotle's own theory of dialectical
argumentation in the course of the discussion. In the following chapters

of-De anima I, we see another tool from the theory of dialectical argu-

mentation in evidence: the identification and collection of relevant ö6(at.

This is also a procedure that is-treated as part of the theory of dialectical
argumentation 1in Top.I.I4).32 To the interpretation of this chapter we

now turn.

4 Collecting öö[ar inDe animaI.2

The search in De anima I for the type of expert responsible for the study

of the soul is indicative of the particular historical situation in which
Aristotle found himself when developing a science of the soul. As he

notes in reference to the methods of division and demonstration' there

were several contending models for pursuing research on essences and

definitions, and this plurality was noted as a difficulty, for one must

determine the correct and appropriate model for the matter at hand (I.1,

402a1,6-1,8). But though there were several competing accounts of the

soul, there was not an"established method or discipline for its study.33

Had there been one, the question as to the relevant expert for such study

would have been moot. In a situation in which it was unclear which do-

main of knowledge or expertise was (most) pertinent, Aristotle was con-

fronted with the problem of developing criteria for determining which
existing views on the soul should be considered relevant.

In considering our text as evidence of how he did this, we should note

that Aristotle was not the first ancient philosopher to confront existing

views on the soul and sort through them. Plato's Phaedo does this too'
But Plato does this in a way which is remarkably different. Unlike Ar-
istotle, Plato cites selected views (besides Socrates') by beginning with
an allegedly populdr concern about the soul and its post mortem state.
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He has Cebes give this reply to Socrates' expression of unflinching con-
fidence in an afterlife:

Socrates, I agree with most of what you say, but in that which con-
cerns the soul there is much uncertainty for people, who fear lest the
soul simply be nowhere at all any more when it is separated from
the body, that it perish and be destroyed on rhe very day a person
dies as soon as it escapes the body and, in passing out like breath or
smoke, that it go out, fluttering and scattered, and be no more (Phd.
69e7-70a6).

The arguments that ensue concerning the immortality of the soul are in-
tended to defeat this popular.on."rrr.34 The first is based on a "certain
ancient doctrine" that souls go to Hades after the death of a person, and
come about from the dead (70c5-8). This doctrine is then subjected to
successive stages of interpretation, criticism, and elaboration. The pro-
cedure yields a many-faceted defense of the claim the the soul survives
the death of the body. Plato's discussion of contemporary theories of soul
functions as a vehicle for his interpretation and defense of this piece of
traditional Greek eschatology.

The contrast to Aristotle's procedure is instructive. Unlike Plato, Ar-
istotle does not address psychological motivations for popular beliefs
concerning the soul or its fate after death. In argument there may always
be an element of persuasion, but the persuasive objective of Aristotle's
arguments are not as looming. Instead of treating a single doctrine at
length, he cites and interprets several doctrines that he attributes to their
authors by name. The main interest in the inuestigation is not primarily
in tbe persons who held these uiews, but the uiews themselues.3s And
the progression of thought in De anima I.2 shows that the temporal
relation of the views is also not a concern or even really an organizing
principle in Aristotle's treatment of them.

The beginning of De anima I.2 puts the reason for reviewing previous
views like this:

In embarking on an investigation of the soul we must raise diffi-
culties about the very things on which we need to artain clarity
(eünopeiv) in going forward, while at the same time including in our
account the views (6ö(or) of those who came before us, as many as
have given some account of it, in order that we may take on what
has been said well (tö päv rol,öq eipqp6vo) and, if something was not
said well, we may beware of that (DA1.2,403b20--241.

Through the coordination of the two participles in this sentence (by the
adverb &pa,403b20) it is clear that the two verbal ideas they express
are closely coordinated: raising difficulties, and including accounts of
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the views of those who came before us, go hand in hand' They serve a

specific epistemic purpose, that of knowing what was said well and be-

ing wary of what is not "said well". As noted already by Han Baltussen,

the criticism of how something is said is a marker of contexts in which
Aristotle considers the views äf others.36 Aristotle expresses a similar
thought in somewhat more length in Metaphyslcs III.1, where we are

told that the solution (eünopia) of previous difficulties cannot be accom-

plished in ignorance of what they are (Metaph.IIl.7, 995a28-30). In
both passages, reviewing the views of others are means to an epistemic

and zitetic end: knowing the difficulties, the problems to be solved, in
the investigation. There is a dialectical tool for part of this procedure:

it is the instrument of "acquiring premiss-questions" (npotüoetg), which
Aristotle describes inTopics I.14. There the well-known exemplification
of övöola as views seeming true to all, the majority, and the wise is ap-

plied to ö6(ar in an extended version, which will also include the views

äf the 
"st"blished 

ar.ts ($ö(ar rotd t61voq), the negation of things which
are opposed to övöo(o, and öö(ot which are similar to öv6o(a (Top.1.74,

105b1-5). But the collection of such premiss-questions is even in dialec-

tic an instrument, not an end.
One might reasonably ask: if this dialectical instrument is in play

here, why"cloes Aristotl. sp""k of öo(ur and not övöo(a?37 The passage

in Topics I.14 shows how these two concepts relate and differ. The

norion of ävöo(u is illustrated by three ideal types of acceptable views
(that is, views held by all, by the majority, and by the wise, etc.); the

notion need not be explicitly invoked when we are engaged in consid-

ering particular views (öö640, but is useful for sorting them. In such

sorting, Aristotle seems to give precedence to commonly held views,

or perhaps rather to prevailing presuppositions and background as-

sumptions. At least in De anima I.2, what takes precedence are in fact
two presuppositions about the soul that, in Aristotle's account at least,

explain why the predecessors gave the accounts they did of it but were

not explicitly held by them. We read at the conclusion of De anima
l.2, "The things passed down about the soul, and the reasons they say

them so, are these" (405b29-30). Ve may take this as an indication
that Aristotle is interested in explaining what motivates the accounts
he has collected. These are the presuppositions he identifies at the very
beginning of the survey of öö(ar as "what most seems to belong to the
soul by nature":

The beginning of the inquiry is to set out what most seems to be-

long to the soul by nature. The ensouled seems to differ from that
without soul in two respects particularly: in motion and perception.
And indeed from the predecessors we have taken on, in general,

these very two things about the soul. For some say that the soul is
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most and foremost what moves, and thinking as they do that what
does not move itself cculd not move something else, they assumed
that the soul belongs to those things which are moved (DA 1r2,
403b23-31).

It is important to note that Aristotle ascribes neither of these presuppo-
sitions explicitly to either of the positions he goes on to discussinDe
animal.2rbut gives us to understand that they somehow motivate each
of them. Democritus' theory of soul as fire-atoms is an instantiation
of the presupposition that the soul is a moved mover, since fire-atoms
themselves are, in the Atomist account, best suited for moving and in-
ducing motion (403b31-404a9). The thesis of certain Pythagoreans
that the soul moves itself is a further instance of this background as-
sumption (404a1.6-25). Anaxagoras is said to posit a particular psychic
function, namely voüg, as a mover (404a25-27,404bL-6). Thä orher
major presupposition, that soul is the agent of cognition and percep-
tion, is born out by the theories of Empedocles (404b11-15) and plaro's
Timaeus (404b16-27). The two presuppositions rhen meer in a long list
of views that seem to be morivated by both of them. To these belong the
theorists of the soul as self-mover (404b27-405a7) and, again, Dem-
ocritus (405a8-13) and Anaxagoras (405a13-1.9), followed by what
appears to be a cramped list of further theories that relate the soul to
motion or perception and cognition, or both. Thales' theory of the soul
as magnet presupposes that the soul is an agent of motion. Diogenes,
posit of the first principle as air is an instance of both presuppositions,
since air, being lightest, is deemed most apt for motion and cognition.
Heraclitus' statement that the soul is an "exhalation" is motivated by
(ydp), again, the presupposition that the lightest thing will mosr impart
motion.

We can see by the mixing of both theses in Aristotle's descriptions of
these theories (whether his testimony is accurate or not) that we have a
method by which presuppositions are to be identified, presuppositions
that Aristotle applies in the interpreration of the views he cites. He cites
them as examples of theories motivated by these very presuppositions,
which in turn motivare the theories by providing them their explananda.
In identifying common explananda for a variety of theories, he is seek-
ing to do what he says he has done at the close of the chapter, namely
to provide the reasons for why the predecessors (i.e., those he identi-
fied as relevant predecessors) say things as rhey do. He is not adduc-
ing an explicit consensus, but an implicit "program". The theories he
cites are largely incompatible with one another, but converge in what
they presuppose as the explanatory purpose of a theory of soul.38 By
collecting them through the lens of a common explanatory framework,
he is in fact recognizing their relevance, for he is trying to understand
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them as explanations. This genuine hermeneutic intention is in evidence

even in highly compressed descriptions of previous views he merely notes

and does not discuss, such as this:

Others say that [the soul] is blood, like Kritias, since they think
that the thing most proper to soul is perception and cognition, and

that this property belongs to soul on account of the nature of blood
(40sbs-8).

Aristotle will later be critical of views that posit that the soul is iden-

tical to some particular body.39 But here we find no indication of an

objection to this view. The identification of soul with a body is said to
be motivated by the general presupposition that the soul is an agent of
perception, given certain assumptions about how such agents must be

|odily consritured. In De anima I.3, Aristotle goes on to directly attack
the shared presupposition that the soul must be moved in order to move.

In the courie of this artack, he understandably illustrates the problems

with this presupposition by showing how they lead to difficulties in cer-

tain partiiular views (in Plato's Timaews in particular). But we will have

reason appreciate that the proper object of that critique in De anima

I.3 is an attack on what Aristotle deems to be a shared explanatory
program of the predecessors, and this is his primary interest-not the

critique of particular views. Interpreting them in light of such a coher-

ent and comprehensive explanatory program is the obiect of De anima
I.2, and evidently also the epistemic objective of reviewing their views.

Explaining "the reasons for which they say things so" (405b30) is, thus,

accomplished by identifying the common presuppositions and explana-

tory aims of such views.
But this locution does not mean' pace Caftü 201'9, that Aristotle is

considering the views of the predecessors as !'middle-term causes that can

function in putative demonitrations of the soul's per se attributes"'40 It
rather shows that he is interested in understanding why the predecessors

say the things they do. As we have noted, Aristotle is engaged in a causal

inquiry concerning their views, but not' say, a psychological inquiry con-

cerning what motivates this or that particular view. It is an impersonal

inquiry into what motivates all views considered worthy of attention.
Aristotle's background assumption in the causal inquiry of others' views

is that the truth, or at least some truths, motivate them. Thus, for ex-

ample, in Metaphyslcs I he will claim that Parmenides was forced by

the gurvöpevo to admit, at least in practice, several principles and not
just "the One" (986blf ). \7hen, near the end of Metaphysics I, Aristo-
tle comes to the conclusion that the project of first philosophy among

the predecessors "resembled an indistinctly speaking [philosophy?]", he

reveals an important presumption guiding his selection and discussion

of the predecessors. It is the presumption that these views are patt of a
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larger context to which they contribute, and that studying their causes
will reveal the proper contours of a program of research. Thus, the in-
vestigation of particular views yields the picture of a large, non-personal
domain of knowledge.

These same background assumptions inform the discussion of the pre-
decessors in De anima L 'When Aristotle goes on to criticize particular
views within this paradigm in De anima I.3-5, we find that this pro-
cedure, too, is largely impersonal; Aristotle is motivated by criticizing
theories that are sometimes, but not always, associated with a name.'We
will better understand these passages with a view to the proce dure of De
anima 1.2, not so much as a collection of critical notes on individuals'
views and individual theories, but as a critical investigation of a core
of assumptions that Aristotle thinks they hold in common. We should
probably resist the understandable temptation ro call this bit of text (or
any other part of De anima I) a "doxography", because Aristotle's pur-
pose here is not to report views, but to collect them with the explanatory
purpose of understanding the bounds of the science to which they are
contributions.

5 The Examination of ö6[ar inDe animal3
Having elicited the presupposirions of those views or öö(ar that he con-
siders relevant together with the views that they give rise to and that they
"cause", Aristotle now confronts these presuppositions, above all: the
conception of the soul as a mover under the presupposition that what
moves must be moved, and the presupposition that the soul acts in a way
that is reducible to physical terms. It will be helpful, in discussing this
chapter, to begin with a concise summary of its first string of arguments,
so that we can immediately test some various interpretations about what
these arguments actually achieve.

The overall argumentative structure De anima I.3 has five parts: L. the
introduction of the view that the moving soul itself participates in mo-
tion or change (405b31-406a72);2. a discussion of this view in six main
points (406a1.2-b25); 3. the introduction of the view of the Timaeus on
the motions of soul and body and their inrer-relation (406b26-407a2);
4. a discussion of that view (407a2-b1,1); and 5. concluding remarks
on tendencies in earlier views concerning the relation of soul to body
(407b12-26). The twice recurring partern in this chapter is: a theory is
introduced and is then subjected to scrutiny. Here I will focus in particu-
lar on the passages that scrunitize the views in question, i.e., Parts 2 and
4. Part 2 (406a12-b25) may be laid our as follows,4l

406a12-406b25: Six considerations concerning the premiss that
the soul, as dgent of motion, is also in motion. (i) If soul moves it-
self non-accidentally (p{ rarü oupBeBqrög), morion/change (r{vqorg)
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belong to it by nature (g6oer); it must move itself in one of four kinds

of motion-qualititative change (&Ll.otoorq), growth (oö[11o16), de-

cay (rp0iotg), or local motion (qopd); and it must be in place (dvt6nq)
(406a1,2-22). (ii) ff the soul is moved by nature, it is moved also by

force; and if it is moved by force, it is moved by nature' The same

will hold for rest: that into which the soul changes by nature will
be its natural state of rest; that into which it changes by force will
be the forced state of rest. But what could such forced changes and

states of rest be? (a22-27). (iii) If the soul is moved upwards, it will
be fire; if it moves downwards, it will be earth; for these are the

motions of those bodies. The same account holds for the motions in
between (b27-30). (iv) Since the soul manifestly causes the motion

of the bodS it stands to reason that the soul moves the body by the

motions with which it moves itself. Inversely, then, the body's mo-

tions may be presumed to apply to the soul. on this assumption it is
possible for the soul to leave and fe-enter the body, causing resurfec-

iion of the dead (406a30-b5). (v) A morion can be accidental even

when it is caused by something else, as when an animal is pushed by

force. But ir cannor hold for a thing which is moved by itself of its
essence that it is moved by another, except accidentally, just as one

thing is good in itself or on account of itself, and another is good on

"..o,tnt 
of something else and for the sake of something else. But if

the soul is moved by anything, it is moved by the objects of percep-

tion (which are clearly external) (b5-11). (vi) Some think that the

soul is in the body and moves the body by moving itself. This is like
the story that Deadalus made a wooden Aphrodite move by pour-

ing molten silver into it. Just so Democritus says that the indivisible
tph"t.t, because they cannot remain at rest, move and pull along the

body as a whole. But how will the body remain at rest' then? The

soul seems to move the body rather by decision and thought (than

by such means) (b11-25).

This dense set of objections are all directed, ultimateln against one the-

sis: the claim that the soul, inits essence (orloiu), is such as to move itself
or be able to move itself (tö rrvoöv äcutö ii öuvdpevov rweiv, 406a1'-

2). As many commentators have noted, Aristotle's formulation of this

claim is a paraphras e of Laws X, where the Athenian affirms that the

soul's essence (again: oüoia) is "to be able to move itself with its own
motion" (tfiv 8uvcp6v4v aÖt{v crÖd1v rrveTv K{vnol' 896aL). What kind
of objections are these and what are they meant to achieve? There are

four main interpretations on offer in anwer to these questions. One

interpretation has it that Aristotle is here reducing the stated definition
of the soul as "that which by essence moves itself" to consequences

that are either absurd or inimical to the proponent of the definition.a2

The purpose of the objections would then be to simply disqualify these
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views by showing their implausible consequences. Another interpreta-
tion has it that this is an exercise of Aristotle's version of the Socratic
cross-examination, and that the criticism of the predecessors consists
in a dialectical refutation, but conducts this dialectical procedure in
such a way as to yield true results.43 In another version of the dialectic
interpretation, these and other passages in De anima L3-5 serve to
construct a "counter-model" to Aristotle's own theory of soul; the pur-
pose of constructing such a counter-model is to refute it and, in doing
so, to establish Aristotle's own concept of voitc,.aa Finally, a more recent
interpretation has it that Aristotle is engaging previous views with a
"demonstrative heuristic" in order to test them as "putative demonstra-
tions of soal's per se attributes".4s The purpose oJ formulating these
objections is to show that the putative definition fails to identify the
proper causal element, or "middle term", which is explanatory of why
soul's essence is as it is.

Vhat this last interpretation gets right, in my view, is the commitment
of the procedures in De anirna I to finding true propositions concern-
ing the soul. The accommodation of only true propositions is a feature
Aristotle points out as a distinguishing feature of non-dialectical pro-
cedures, whereas accommodation of propositions on account of their
acceptability.,_ or "endoxic ality" , is a distinguishing feature of dialectical
procedures.a6 Thus, demonsftation proceeds from true, primary, and
knowledge-conducive premisses, whereas dialectic is concerned with
what is acceptable (Top.I.1,, 1.00a27-b26). He makes a similar point in
claiming that deduction with a view to the truth is based upon "what is
the case" (dr röv üncp1övtolv), whereas dialectical deduction proceeds
with a view to credence (öö(cl) and is concerned that the argument be
based on assumptions thar are as ac_cgptable as possible (d( öv dvö61etm
ävöo(otütrrrv ) (AP o. I.L9, 81b18 -23 ).47 Aristotle is considering the defi ni-
tion of the soul as self-moved not on the basis of what seems ro be rrue
to all, or the majority, or the community of experts, etc., but upon the
basis of assumptions he deems prima facie wonhy of scrutiny. It is for
this very reason that many interpreters have found his discussion un-
kind. But it is also why interprerarions of this passage and its context in
terms of dialectic are implausible, at leasr if we are considering dialectic
in Aristotelian terms. His discussion of the view begins with a statement
that this view is "false" and that attributing motion/change (rcivr1or6)
to the soul is perhaps even impossible (DA I.3, 405b31-406a2). This
contention in these terms, combined with the fact that none of the prem-
isses Aristotle introduces to support it are in any way qualified as merely
apparent, exclude the interpretation of our passage as dialectical. Still,
there may be aspects of this discussion that can be understood with the
help of his theory of dialectical argumenrarion.

It would be hasty to infer from the fact that this is not a piece of dia-
lectical argumentation to the conclusion that it is a demonitrative one,
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i.e., a form of argumentation designed to identify certain features that
are not only trrrelrrt fundamental and explanatory.4s There is a salient

difference between testing a claim's truth and testing its explanatory
value. In particular, a given claim about the soul might fail to be explan-

atory for, or relevant to, its essence while still being true. In this passage,

Aristotle is not just contesting that it is explanatory of soul's relation
to body to contend that the soul moves itself; he is contesting the truth
of the claim that the soul moves itself. It is, however, still legitimate to
see in Aristotle's discussion an attempt to understand previous views as

explanatory; but prior to this in order of investigation is to investigate

their truth. For if it is shown that a previous view is false or implausible,

it will, a fortiori, fail to be explanatory'
The existing interpretation most faithful to the character of Aristo-

tle's actual argumentation here is that of Bonitz, viz. that the purpose

of this discusiion is to drive the definition under consideration ad ab-

surdam. Aristotle does this using premisses that are not at all shared

by the Platonic standpoint, as we would expect them to be in a "dia-

lectical" setting, but that are specific to Aristotle's own theories of mo-

tion and .hange.a9 The six points brought against the definition of the

soul as a self-mover do not aim at showing its explanatory failure so

much as its problematic consequences. Therein lies the aspect of Aris-
totle's argument that can properly be deemöd dialectical: in showing

that the äefinition of the soul as self-mover has, at least in Aristotle's
own assumptions, consequences that are repugnant to those who would
espouse the definition, he engages in an argument against a particular
position or addressee.sO Ar Arirtotle states inTopics VIII.L, the dialec-

iician is engaged in the sort of argumentation that is crafted with a view
to another (rrpöE ötepov) and, for this reason, the arrangment (tü(rg) of
premisses-which Aristotle treats in Topics VIII'1-3-is a particular
concern. Thus, even if the premisses of Aristotle's discussion are not
dialectical, the addressee-oriented character of the argument is__a shared

feature of Aristotle's procedure and dialectical argumentation.5l But the

arrangement of premisses in this passage of De anima I.3 rather resem-

bles a manner ol premiss-taking which Aristotle contrasts with that of
the dialectician. This constrast-charactff is "the philosopher", i.e., the

"solitary researcher":

For the philosopher, that is (rcci) the one engaged in inquiry by him-
self, there is no concern that, if his deduction proceeds from what is

true and known, the answerer will not concede these things because

they are too close to the proposition at issue and he will foresee what
the consequence will be. The philosopher is rather concerned that
the principles of his demonstration be as known and closely related

as possibli, for from these principles knowledge-conducive deduc-

tions are made (Top. VIII.1, 155b10-16).
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This style of premissing holds also for the third and fourth parts of
De anima L3, in which .Aristotle exposits the view of the Timaews
(06b26-407a2) and subjects it to criiicism (407a2=b11). These argu-
ments are not based on a "common ground in dissent", for they do not
appeal to grounds that Plato or the main speaker in the Timaews would
presumably recognize as reasons. The critiial passage on the Timaews jn
particular invokes densely formulated and closely related propositions
that Aristotle holds to be true. These passages may be seen as a contin-
uation of the critical discussion of the Platonic theory of the soul under
consideration of the Timaeus.

Before we consider them, it would be good to recall that the purpose of
the discussion of previous views as Aristotle stated it earlier was to iden-
tify what was well said and what was not said well, in order to be wary
of that (DA 1.2, 403b20-24: the operative phrase is td xal.ög eiprlp6va).
The beginning of the criticism of the view of the Timaeus echoös this
language: "First of all, it is not correct (o0 rcal,öq) to say that the soul is
a magnitude"^(407a2-3). This locution does nor reflect a genrle manner
of criticism,s2 but rather refers to a specific set of grounäs fo, criticiz-
ing a definition. These are specified in Topics VI under the rubric ,,not

having been defined well" (pfl rulö6 öprotcr, Top. yl.I, 1,39a34-35),
and Aristotle specifies two main parts of the study of poorly stated defi-
nitions: one that deals with obscure manner of expression (rö üouqeT {
äppeveig relp{oOur), and anorher that considers definitions that exceed
their scope (Top. YI.l, 139bt2-1,5). Criticizing a definition as ..nor said
well" will not involve, for example, a mere stylistic or more sympathetic
critique, but will imply that the definition needs to be disambiguated or
revised in scope before its truth or falsehood can even be evaluated.s3

The dialectical theory of how definitions are poorly stated thus in-
forms Aristotle's approach to the account of the soul in the Timaeus.
That theory also exhibits a certain perspective on language and truth
that is tangible in his critique of that account. The perspective assumes
that statements containing homonymous expressionr *ust be disambig-
uated in order to be truth-apt. Since antiquity, criticism of Aristotlds
criticism has sometimes involved a charge of excessive "literalism" on
Aristotle's part. This might have something to do with the use of lin-
guistic tools from the theory of dialectical argumenration for criticizing
definition. But it is wrong to characterize this approach as "literalist'l
since Aristotle is primarily interested in understanding what motivates
the account. Thus, also in the criticism of the Timaeus, his description
of this account is focused on extracting a definition of the soul from it
(i.e., "the soul is a magnitude"), and it is this definition thar is subject to
scrutiny. In extracting this definition from the account, Aristotle elicits
a presupposition of it, not an explicit statement (as may be said in the
case of the definition "rhe soul is that which moves itself"). The basis
for deriving this account is Aristotle's description of the creation of the
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Vorld-Soul as "having been constituted from elements and divided ac-

cording to the harmonic numbers", then formed into a circle and divided
into two circles, one of which was divided into seven, o'as if the motions
of the heavens were the motions of the soul" (406b28-407a2; cf. Ti'
36b6-37d7). The claim that soul is magnitude is implied, not stated'
in Aristotle's understanding of this theory. His criticism of the implied
definition begins with its scope. The proper referent of "soul" is, in Aris-
totle's understanding of the theorn not all of what is properly or literally
understood by this term, but a specific psychic faculty, "mind" (voüq)

(407a3-6). A failure of proper scope is one of the ways in which a defi-
nition is not said well, and is thus the very first point of this critique. As

Aristotle goes on to argue, mind or its exercise-thinking-have their
identity in a different way than magnitude does; and in this way' even

if we correct the scope of the definition' it fails (i.e., is false). Aristotle
is quite exhaustive in listing the ways in which thinking and thought
cannot share the properties of magnitudes or circular motions. We may

recall a "methodological" remark from early on in De anima I.1, where

Aristotle stated that "properties contribute a gteat part to knowing what

[the soul] is" (402b2122). Ve find in his criticism of the theory of the

Timaeus an inquiry at the level of properties, and in particular concern-

ing whether the soul can have the properties that the theory ascribes to
it. There is a certain irony in the fact that the negative answer to this
question results in Aristotle's recourse to the notion of form.

6 Conclusion
'We may now summarize our findings and draw some final conclusions
from them. In the readin g of De anima I.1 that I have presented here, this
chapter definitely excludes dialectic as the relevant sort of procedure for
defining the soul, while at the same time using conceptual tools from the

theory of dialectical argumentation to identify and articulate controver-
sies regarding the study of the soul. This reflects Aristotle's caution with
regard to the non-domain-specific procedures of dialectic in an atea of
expertise. As the inquiry concerning the soul is scientific, the procedure

of studying it must be departmental, i.e., domain-specific.)a Aristotle's
determination of the object of his inquiry as hylomorphic is motivated,
in part, by a move to block a purely formal (i.e., non-specific) approach
to the study of the soul such as that on offer from such a mathesis wni-
uersalis as dialectic. In this negative way, at least, dialectic as a research

program plays a significant informative role in shaping the outlook of
Aristotle's own program in the De anima.

The main result of our interpretation of De anima I.2 was that the

collection of views there is motivated primarily by a search for the pre-

vailing presumptions shared by those views deemed relevant. The proce-

dure can be likened to the kind of logical research Aristotle performs in
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the Topics, where the consideration of a certain proposition leads to the
consideration of the more general thesis that would provide support for
it. Put briefly: Aristotle is engaged in a search for the i""rorr, -hy."rt"in
views are held, and it is these reasons that he seeks to criticize through
his criticism of the views that rely on them. The non-personal approaih
to 6ö(cr could be seen as expressing what has been described as Äristot-
le's "de-personalized" approach to dialectic. In any case it speaks against
one prominent interpretation of Aristotle's use of the resources of dialec-
tic for. science: the one that_states that peirastic dialectic is particulady
suited to scientific inquiry.5s Since Aristotle understands päirastic as a
personalized approach in which the answerer "says what ieems true to
him", it is hard to see how it can be instantiated here, in what is likely
the best candidate for a dialectical procedure in the conrexr of Aristotle'i
science.

In our interpretation of De anima I.3, we came to the conclusion that
the procedure there is very unlike any kind of dialectic, but that it is also
not best understood as a demonsrrative heuristic. It is rather, straightfor-
wardly, a test of the truth of the most important presuppositions of the
relevant views when pur up against what Aristotli takös to be the most
basic relevant facts about the world. It is probably this type of procedure
that has most earned Aristotle the reputation of being an indelicate in-
terpreter of others' thoughts. And yet, as Aristotle famously states in the
first book of the Topics, we may expecr to be able to make such use of
the theory of dialectical argumenration. There, in laying out the three
things for which his treatise (npaypateiu) is useful, Aristoile mentions as
third and last (after "practice" and "encounters with the many") "the
sc.iences of philosophy" (tü6 rc,td rprl,ooorpia,v dnrorrlpag) (701a25-2g).
The use of the treatise, and, thus, his theorS for the t.i"tti"r is according
to this passage in fact two-fold:

[The treatise is useful] for the sciences of philosophn because if we
are able to raise difficulties on both sides of a quesrion, we shail
more easily see in each matter what is true and what is false. Further,
it is useful for the first things of each science. For it is impossible to
say anything about the appropriate first principles of a given science
upon their basis, since they are the starting-points of all the rest. It
is thus necessary to go through them upon the basis of övgo(a about
them. This is the particular trait of, or at least what is mosi appro-
priate to, dialectical competence, for, since it is probative, it provldes
a path to the starting-points of all procedures rogether (iop. 1.2,
701a34-101b4).

Two details of this much discussed passage are ofren overlooked. First,
it concerns the use of the study of dialectical argumentation as presented
in the treatise, nor in dialectic itself as any sorr of discipline. 

-Secondly,
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the use will consist in the transfer of certain skills to the student of the

treatise. It is thus dialectical competence (Erol,erttrt'1), or competence in

the art of dialectic, which "provides a path" to the starting-points of
other disciplines, and not (as some have read) "the dialectical art" itself.

This, stricily speaking, has by itself nothing relevant on offer for any

science because it is nol a domain of expertise and, thus, cannot be relied

upon to yield principles or anything else' But for those who have com-

p"t.n.. in diaiectic, it provides (by such competence) a way-to discuss

ihe principles of science upon the basis of relevant acceptable (öv6o€a)

notions and views.
This is the second use of ötol.ertrrc{ for the sciences. If we appreciate

that this use is skill-based, we will not be misled to think that dialectic

holds out the promise of being a super--science of the sort imagined by

certain membärs of the early Academy.s6 The first use is "to be able to

raise difficulties on both sides of a question", so that we "shall more

easily see what is trug and what is false" (101a34-36). Here Aristotle is

posiiing that argumentative ability ro "raise problems" (8ronopfloar) will
?acilitaie an epiitemic ability, namely: to identify what is true and what

is false. This ?eature is clearly related to the skill of the accomplished

dialectician; we are told here of the promise of mastering competence

trained through the dialectical "method", and not of its secrets. In any

case, the authär of the De anima did not require a dialectical method for

approaching, and indeed founding, a science of the soul. For the purpose

o? th"t method is to impart dialectical skill, and he had not only written
the first training manuäl for its acquisition, but had acquired the skill
itself.sT
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50 See the emphasized words to this effect in the quotation from Bonitz 1873,
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338-340.
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53 S.ee e.g,, Aristotlet remark on the definition "law is the measure orlmage of
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If he says that the law is, literally (ropiro6), a measure or image, he is
wrong (for an image is of a thing by way of the creation of an iÄitation,
and this is not the case for law), or if he is not being literal, it is clear that
he has spoken obscurely and said something whichis even worse than an
utterance which relies on metaphor.

54 This converges with the interpretarion of Kullmann 1974 of De partibus
animalium I, which also shows evidence of a departmental conception of
scientific inquiry and a critique of procedures whiih are .,transdisciplinary',
ln scope.

55 This view is developed in Bolton 1990,212-219, and particularly 232-235.
It would be difficult ro summarize all the insights in tliis rich article, but for
the purposes of the present discussion ,". tti"y trighti;ni B"üo.rt'*r,t.r,-
tion that peirastic, on Aristotle's conception, operateJ upon an evidential
basis consisting of "the most empirically well-justified inf6rmat ion that as a
group wehave up t.o now" (235). This raises questions concerning epistemic
joint-agency and the status of perceptual knowledge in Aristotlä that well
exceed the scope of my discussion here. It must suffice to say rhat this char-
acterization of Aristotle's conception of peirastic is contestable, and based
on textual grounds that range widely away from the Topics (including SE).
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56 On the practical purpose olthe Topics for cultivating skill, see Aristotle's
explicit iemarks tä this effect inTop. L3, 101b5-10, uttd K"kk,tri-Knuuttila
2005.

57 Thanks are due to an anonymous reviewer' Carlo DaVia, Jakob Fink, and,
in particular, to Pavel Gregoric for many helpful suggestions and corrections
to earlier drafts of this article.

Z In Search of the Essence
of the Soul
Aristotle's Scientific
Method and Practice in
De Anima II.L-2

Giulia Mingucci

1 Introduction

It is widely recognised that Aristotle's scientific practice, as witnessed
by his biological and psychological rreatises, is closely connected ro rhe
scientific theory and methodology in the Posterior Analytics.l This rec-
ognition is the outcome of a vigorous debate that took place in the 1980s
among scholars such as David Balme, Robert Bolton, Alan Gotthelf,
James Lennox, and Geoffrey Lloyd, on the relationship between Aris-
totle's theory of science and his scientific practice, particularly in the
biological works.2

Over the last 30 years, scholars have made significant advances by
using Aristotle's methodology in the Posterior Analytics to shed light on
his natural science, including his psychological inquiries. For insrance,
Martin Achard has published a monograph on the demonstrarive model
of the Posterior Analytics as the framework for identifying the essence
of the soul in Aristotle's De anima.3 In the present discussion I will limit
myself to addressing some methodological issues concerning Aristotle's
definitions of the soul in De anima lLl-2. Robert Bolton has shown per-
suasively that these chapters can be illuminated by the theory of types of
definition inPosterior Analytics II.8-10.4I will follow Bolton in ieäding
Aristotle's successive definitions of the soul in the light of the theory
exposed inthe Analytics,byt I will rely on a different interprerarion of
Posterior Analytics II.8-10.s This will result in assigning a different role
to the definition of the soul in De anima II.1, which will enable me to
determine the method that Aristotle applies in De animarr.2 to arrive at
his second definition of the soul, along with the significance of the latter.
From late antiquity onward, the methodology applied by Aristotle in
these chapters has been a matter of debate among the interpreters; this
paper will attempt to take stock of this open controversy and make a
sensible proposal for its resolution.

But before turning to the relationship between Aristotle's definitions of
the soul, and in general to their role and significance in his psychological


